
CAFETERIA – The Langlade Way 
Cool Tool Lesson Plan  

 
NAME OF SKILL/SETTING: Appropriate CAFETERIA behavior 

 
UNIVERSAL EXPECTATION: Respect for self, others and property 

 

PURPOSE OF THE LESSON/WHY IT IS IMPORTANT: 

 
1.  To teach students ROARS behaviors 
2.  To create a calm, peaceful and safe environment 

 

TEACHING EXAMPLES: 
 

1. Enter Lunchroom, in single file line. Begin year in ABC order with a voice volume 0.  

2. Maintain personal space (keeping hands and feet to yourselves).  
3. Wait your turn to pick up your food and drink. (Remember to use good manners.) 
4. Be neat at the salad bar. 

5. Sit at your grade level tables and eat. (Eat and touch only your own food!) 
6. Use voice volume “2” (conversation voice). 
7. Stay seated at all times.  
8. Raise your hand and wait quietly if you need anything. 

9. Pick up any garbage around you (on the floor and the table) and put in the barrel when directed.  Close milk 
cartons before throwing them away. 

10. Stack trays neatly and the end of the table by the garbage cans 

11. Follow dismissal signal at the end of lunch. 
12. Use only level 1 voice while waiting for teacher. 
13. Remain seated, facing the center of the table, until dismissed. 
14. Walk out of lunchroom, voice volume “0”.  

 
 
STUDENT ACTIVITIES/ROLE PLAYS: 

 

1. Review ROARS acronym. (Respectful, Organized, Attentive, Responsible, Safe) 
2. Have students line up on the right side of the cafeteria. 
2.  Have students demonstrate the above examples 1-11. 

3. Once the demonstrations are finished, ask students to describe what they see, hear and notice. (Quiet, paper 
is in garbage, tables and floors are clear of garbage) 
4. Ask students how it makes them feel to see and hear the quiet and neatness. (Safe, proud to have contributed 
to the neatness of their environment, etc.)  

 
FOLLOW UP/REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES: 

 

1. Compliment and reinforce by giving ROARS tickets for appropriate behavior. 
2. Use teachable moments to reinforce. 
3. What does it look like, sound like, feel like? 
4. Re-teach appropriate behavior consistently. 

5. Booster as needed as determined by data. 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 



 
Cafeteria First Day of School Lesson Plan (10 minutes) 
1.    Review ROARS (what it is) 
2.    Introduce person teaching (who he/she is and what he/she does at our school) 
3.    Introduce the procedures for students to come into the cafeteria  

a. Line up -alpha order for beginning of year and remember card 
b. Pick up milk and tray 
c. At the salad bar -utensils only {no hands}, take only what you will eat and you must take a 

fruit or vegetable, and follow signs for quantities 
d. Take a hot pack, and pick up utensils and condiments.  
e. Do this in a voice volume of zero or one so the adults can hear questions. Keep hands to 

self. 
4. Students should sit in the designated teacher tables. Please sit four students to a bench.  
5. Once you are seated, remain seated and raise your hand if you need to get up or have a question.  
6. Wait patiently. Do NOT share food. 
7. You may not take any hot lunch food out of the cafeteria. Leftover cold lunch food must be put away.  
8. Dump your tray slowly, and stack trays neatly at the end of the table.  
9. Go through the teaching points 
 a. keep area clean 
 b. pick up what you drop 
 c. close milk cartons before throwing away 
 d. voice volume of 1 to 2 
 e. no throwing food – keep area neat and clean 
 f. no sharing food – this is a district policy 
 g. use good manners and help your neighbors 
8. Have class model appropriate procedures and behavior.  
9. Now practice dismissal behavior 
 a. Follow the dismissal signal (hand signal, ROARS volume 3-2-1) 

b. Tell students they will be lining up (cones with teachers’ names on it) 
 c. Voice volume Zero while teacher is dismissing 
 d. While waiting in alpha order, you may have a voice of 1 
 e. Keep personal space and hands/feet to self (holding personal items at your side) 
 f. No bringing food out of lunchroom  
10. Students model it 
11. Reinforce using ROARS tickets 
 


